
Below is a small part of our story in advocating for Women. The journey we are on, in forging opportunity, was
made possible by all of the American Women who celebrated and shared American desserts long before us. Click
here to learn fun facts of American Women, American Desserts.

Empowering Opportunities for Women and Beyond:
At Sweet Street, we are committed to providing opportunities for women and all individuals seeking to advance in their careers. We ensure that growth
opportunities are available to all who strive for personal and professional development. In Pennsylvania, our Founder and CEO, Sandy Solmon, has
been recognized as one of the 50 Best Women in Business, highlighting her significant contributions to the state’s economy and communities. 

We believe in learning from diverse experiences and embracing each other’s strengths. Our workplace culture fosters collaboration, cultural vibrancy,
and inclusion, mirroring the diversity of our beloved city. For instance, 60% of our production supervisors have been promoted from entry level
positions. 

Our Partnerships:
Sweet Street Desserts is proud to collaborate with a range of esteemed partners, including:

The Schmidt Center at RACC.
Greater Reading Chamber Alliance.
Manufacturer’s Resource Center.
Advanced Manufacturing Industry Partnerships.
Berks County Community Foundation.
Literacy Council of Reading-Berks. 

These partnerships allow us to engage with our community, support local initiatives, and contribute to the growth and development of our region.
Through these alliances, we strive to foster innovation, promote education, and make a positive impact on the lives of individuals and families in our
community.

Our efforts to provide transformational opportunities extend globally, including through initiatives like the
Honduran Cocoa Program.

Supporting Women Farmers
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We are delighted to collaborate with the Chef4Kids organization for our Gluten Free Manifesto Honduran Chocolate Brownie. Through our partnership
and others, the Honduran Cocoa Program engages with three cocoa cooperatives across two Honduran communities, offering training, education, and
support for women farmers. This initiative equips them with the skills and income necessary to uplift their families and villages, while also imparting
sustainable farming practices to ensure long-term land vitality for future generations. 
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